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brainsparker gym*
your weekly workout

Welcome to your weekly creative workout brought to you by our coaching experts at
brainsparker.

Here's what is included:
The creative mindset for this week is "disrupt"
Learn the first 3 steps to disrupt your thinking
Commit to bringing more disruptive thinking into your daily life
Be inspired, a quote and #mybrainsparker challenge

So let's get started!

Gabriella Goddard
lead coach | brainsparker academy

creative mindset for the week:
"disrupt"
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Last week we focused on "making it fun." This week we
picked a word card from our brainsparker app starter
pack.

"disrupt"

The word "disrupt" means "to drastically alter or destroy
the structure of," and originates from the Latin word
"disrumpere" which means to "break apart."

As our world rapidly changes with the scale and scope of
the advancements in technology, I have a feeling that the
word "disrupt" could become the new norm, rather than
exception to the rule.

But as we've seen in past workouts, the way our brains are
wired can make it a real challenge for us to think
disruptively.

So this week I encourage you to keep this word "disrupt"
top of mind.

When you face a challenge or problem, ask yourself:

what is the status quo or norm here?

what's one thing/action that could disrupt this?

strengthen your creative ability:
the first 3 steps to disrupt your thinking

"Disrupt"  by Luke Williams is one of my favorite books on
innovation and creative thinking. I met Luke a few years ago
when he was giving a talk at the WOBI Innovation conference
in New York. 

He's the inventor of 30+ US patents, a fellow at frog
innovation consultancy, the founder of W.R. Berkley
Innovation Labs and a professor at NYU Stern School of
Business.

His opening line in "Disrupt" is, "In a business world of non-
stop change, there's only one way to win the game -
transform it entirely."

And as we've seen with companies like Facebook, Tesla and
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And as we've seen with companies like Facebook, Tesla and
Uber, when disruptors come into any market, they create
paradigm shifts

the first 3 steps of disruptive thinking:

What I found most useful about "Disrupt" were the different approaches Luke
recommended to really force your brain to think disruptively. 

Here are the first 3 steps of his disruptive thinking process:

1.  What do you want to disrupt?

Being clear about what you want to actually disrupt is important. So ask yourself,
"How can we disrupt the competitive landscape of [insert your situation] by
delivering an unexpected solution?"

2.   What are the cliches?

Start by getting online and researching some direct competitors. Make a list of cliches
that keep everyone doing the same thing. These could be product cliches (features,
benefits), pricing cliches (price, business model, bundles) or interaction cliches
(customer experience, service, process).

3.  What are your disruptive hypotheses?

Now that you have a list of cliches, the next step is to start provoking the status quo.
Just like a Rubik's cube, you're trying to rearrange the pieces by twisting them
around. Ask yourself:

What can you invert? (ie. move in a different direction, do the opposite)
What can you deny? (ie. take out key aspects of a cliche)
What can you scale? (ie. magnify, minimize, expand, reduce)

let's look at a case study:

How can we disrupt the competitive landscape of restaurants by delivering an
unexpected solution?

Cliche: Restaurants provide customers with a menu when they arrive
(interaction cliche)
Hypothesis: What if a restaurant provide customers with a menu only when
they leave?

Cliche: Customers pay for food and service (price cliche)
Hypothesis: What if customers were not charged for food and service?

Cliche: Restaurants offer a three-course meal (product cliche)
Hypothesis: What if a restaurant offered a 30-course meal?



Hypothesis: What if a restaurant offered a 30-course meal?

Even just working through this case study I'm sure you can feel your brain doing
twists and turns.

That's why this is a great approach to use if you really want to stand out in the crowd
and shake up a market.

So why not give it a try this week!

resources:

books:

"Disrupt: Think the Unthinkable to Spark Transformation in Your Business (2nd
Edition)"

develop your creative agility:

self-reflection:

how disruptive are you? (on a scale of 1 - 10 where 1=low / 10-high)

what holds you back from thinking more disruptively?

what is your opinion of people who are disruptors?

if you were to be more disruptive at work, what would that look like?

what benefits could it have for you? For your team? For the business?

action learning:

Take a real challenge that you're facing, especially one where you need to come up
with new and fresh concepts.

Grab a blank piece of paper or notebook and work through the following process:

What do you want to disrupt?
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Complete the following statement "How can we disrupt the competitive
landscape of [insert your situation] by delivering an unexpected solution?"

Research your market and the competitors:

What are the  product cliches?
What are the pricing cliches?
What are the interaction cliches?

Reflect on each cliche you've written down:

What could you invert?
What could you deny?
What could you scale?

Sit back and reflect on everything you've written.

Which idea stands out the most? 

Which edge or advantage would it give you?

How could you make it happen?

be inspired:

Imagine asking yourself, "How can we disrupt the competitive landscape of teaching
by delivering an unexpected solution?"

Then exploring the cliches, for example:
Interaction cliche:  Children learning at school always need a teacher in the
classroom.

And then challenging this cliche with an hypothesis, for example:

Hypothesis: What if you took teachers out of the classroom? (ie. deny)

Sounds impossible? Improbable?

Not for the French.

This video clip below shows how an innovative coding school in France has no
teachers.
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"To start moving in a new direction, you need to
kick hard against what's already there."

Luke Williams

...disrupt
#mybrainsparker

#mybrainsparker: 

Take a photo, write a short quote or poem, create a
doodle or make something that represents the focus
for this week.

"disrupt"

Post this on Instagram, Facebook & Twitter etc and
add the hashtag #mybrainsparker.

Let's see what our collective creativity comes up
with!
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